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Bone-marrow Donor
A gritty mom battles social odds to be India's first woman bone-marrow donor (The
Tribune:20190312)

https://www.tribuneindia.com/news/nation/a-gritty-mom-battles-social-odds-to-be-india-sfirst-woman-bone-marrow-donor/741446.html

She is not only a mother, but a gritty woman who pulled out all stops to become the country’s
first female bone marrow donor to give new lease of life to an ailing three-month-old infant.
It took a lot of courage for the 26-year-old Masilamani, hailing from a nondescript village of
Coimbatore in Tamil Nadu, to come out and donate her bone marrow to save a baby from
New Delhi.
Masilamani, the mother of a thalassemia major girl, was in the city on a personal visit.
She is ecstatic at what she has achieved recently.
"I believe Im blessed. I managed to break away from the misconceptions of our society to
save a child. I feel like I am the mother of the child. I would say it is my child too as now I
have given him a second chance to live. I pray to the almighty that he must recover fast and
should never suffer again. He must be healthy," Masilamani told PTI.
Talking about her fight against social myths when she decided to go ahead with the bone
marrow donation, Masilamani recalls, "My village is a very remote one at the foot of the
Velliangiri hills with very less exposure to any modern amenities. There are very few
educated people there.
Therefore, anything new, be it a thing or a thought, is always resisted in the village."
Hailing from Mudhalipalayam, a hamlet in Coimbatore, Masilamani got married at the age of
20 to R Kaviarasan, a fabricator.
"Within a year, my daughter was born and a few months later she was diagnosed with
thalassemia major. We both (husband and wife) have our swabs to identify human leukocyte
antigen (HLA) to check if we could be of any match to our daughter at DATRI - the blood
stem cells donor registry. There I found a match to become a donor for a baby boy."
Excited but confused, Masilamani shared the piece of information with her husband who
agreed that it was a great opportunity to help another parent in distress.
But we could not take a decision so easily. My mother-in-law and sister-in-law resisted
saying if something went wrong, who will take care of your children?

"The in-laws were all the more worried as I have a daughter with a chronic illness. Even my
relatives and neighbours advised me not to go ahead with the donation as there could be side
effects in the future, if not immediately. I was confused," Masilamani said.
Masilamani, who gave birth to a boy three years later, sought expert advice on bone marrow
donation.
"My doubts were cleared and I was glad to know there are no short-term and long-term side
effects. I could finally convince my family and take a decision to donate bone marrow to save
a life,"she says.
Masilamani thanked her husband profusely for supporting her when it mattered most.
"There are men who would leave their partners if the child is found to be having any such
fatal disorder. But Kaviarasan has been a responsible father and a great partner," she said.
Describing bone marrow donation as a simple process without side effects, Masilamani hopes
that her act would encourage other women to come forward.
"I understand that women have more compulsions to back out from donations than men. But I
am an example that nothing is big enough to stop us from gifting a life. After undergoing the
procedure, I can vouch that it is very simple and has no side effects. Many people
discouraged me saying you may not walk properly, you may get bedridden, marrow will be
taken from spine etc," she pointed out.
Asked if she was willing to donate again, Masilamani said she would be more than happy to
do it.
"They say the greatest gift is the gift of life and it is a golden opportunity to gift it if you are
found to be a match. I will definitely donate".
As of now, India has a total of 1,36,244 female donors, which is about 34 per cent of the total
registered donors, official data say.
The total number of women who backed out from donations in the last two years (January
2017 to February 2019) were 129, according to DATRI data.
"I feel privileged to have Masilamani as Indias first lady bone marrow donor from DATRI. It
makes me proud to say that while women are excelling in every field, there are a few who are
doing extraordinary and phenomenal contributions to the human kind such as donating their
blood stem cells to save lives. In the true sense, it is like giving birth, but not biologically,"
DATRI founder and CEO Raghu Rajagopal said.
DATRI is engaged in finding willing matched donors for patients suffering from fatal bloodrelated disorders and in need of a blood stem cell transplant. PTI

Medical Technology
New app helps patients navigate AIIMS campus, avail of facilities (Hindustan
Times:20190312)
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A new app with GPS-guided routing will come in handy for patients and their kin who find it
difficult to negotiate the nearly 50 clinical departments and centres spread across the 107.6acre main campus of the All India Institute of Medical Sciences (AIIMS) at East Ansari
Nagar.
The app provides the entire layout of the hospital and the outpatient department, and has an
option of GPS-guided route planning from one department to the other.
A new app with GPS-guided routing will come in handy for patients and their kin who find it
difficult to negotiate the nearly 50 clinical departments and centres spread across the 107.6acre main campus of the All India Institute of Medical Sciences (AIIMS) at East Ansari
Nagar.
The app, developed by Dr Narinder Kumar, a resident doctor from the department of hospital
administration, is named ‘AIIMS Information’, and can be downloaded from the Google
Playstore.
It provides the entire layout of the hospital and the out patient department, and has an option
of GPS-guided route planning from one department to the other.
Registered patients can also check if they are eligible for the insurance scheme under the
Prime Minister’s Jan Arogya Yojna using their phone numbers. It provides maps to nearby
government hospitals along with an emergency contact number for patients who need to be
shifted because of unavailability of beds or services.
“I thought of this app when a friend came to AIIMS for the treatment of his month-old
daughter with congenital heart condition. He would spend the entire day just looking for
departments. I thought if an educated person who could read signs and directions was having
so much trouble negotiating the campus, the thousands who come here would be facing
similar problems, ” said Kumar.
There are signboards across the hospital but they are not enough.
“The signages are not enough to help patients navigate from one area of the hospital to the
other. For example, there are no directions to guide a patient from the OPD to the dental
block. They have to step out of the building and ask someone where the dental block is. The

signages appear only when they are approaching the department,” said Dr DK Sharma,
medical superintendent, AIIMS.
“People these days are tech-savvy and can follow GPS directions, so it was felt an app like
this can help them navigate the hospital,” Sharma said.
The app allows patients to get online appointments and view their laboratory reports using the
unique hospital ID, websites for which already existed and have now been integrated into the
application.
Apart from clinical services, the app provides directions to the pharmacy and medicine store
on-campus, canteens and washrooms open to patients, and the car park within the hospital. A
map directs people to the night-stay facility available for relatives of patients along with
details of documents required, charges, and a contact number.
“There is a night-stay facility that AIIMS has developed in association POWERGRID as part
of their corporate social responsibility. But patients do not know about it. It provides stay and
breakfast for just R 50 and yet many sleep on pavements outside. Hopefully, this app will
help some of these patients,” said Kumar.
The idea of a static map was dropped as it cannot be updated as and when the hospital gets
renovated.
“Currently the app mentions how to get a new appointment but in future, I plan to include
other processes such as what formalities need to be completed if a patient has died, etc,” said
Kumar.

Gender discrimination
53% of working women say their workplaces are male dominated (The
Hindu:20190312)
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There is also a gap when it comes to remuneration.
Gender discrimination high in telecom and manufacturing sector, says survey

For 97% of working women, life has changed post migration, said a survey by ICICI
Lombard on the physical and mental health of working women through their career span.
The study surveyed working women in the age group 22-55 years, covering aspects like
migration for work, resuming work post maternity and women at work facing menopause.
The objective of the survey was to understand issues faced by working women at the
workplace.
While gender equality at the workplace has become a byword in the corporate sector, the
survey has brought forth the fact that 53% of the working women believe their workplaces
are still male dominated.
Of this, 46% belong to the age group 22-33 years, followed by 35% group from the age group
34-44 years. Women in the telecom and manufacturing sector experienced more instances of
gender discrimination than any other sector.
Another interesting facet of the survey was in that 62% of the respondents believed that
recognition at par with male counterparts notwithstanding, there is a gap when it comes to
remuneration. This was found to be more prevalent in the manufacturing and financial sector.
The imbalance thus created puts extra pressure on women leading into ‘increased frustration
levels (66%)’, ‘working beyond their capacity to prove their mettle (64%) and ‘stress due to
high expectations (62%)’.
Workplace abuse was an aspect faced more by older women (45-55 years), with a majority of
them reporting this to HR (43%), but a significant lot (32%) also quitting on account of this.
Positive change
Migration for work has proved to be a positive change for 97% of working women,
enhancing self-confidence and financial independence. Cultural shock, though, is a major
challenge.
Also, women migrating post 30 are more prone to stress as it is mentally difficult to
accommodate in formal office environment, the survey said.
Respondents to the survey relating to menopause revealed that depression is a common
emotion impacting 89% of working women, leading 42% of them to take leave once a month.
In order to relieve that stress, 49% of the women engaged in activities like yoga, while others
preferred morning/evening walks and zumba. However, gym and outdoor sports are almost
negligible.
The study involved online quantitative interviews with 1500 working women, across five
locations.

Influenza
WHO strategy to fight flu pandemics (The Hindu:20190312)
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The World Health Organization on Monday launched a strategy to protect people worldwide
over the next decade against the threat of influenza, warning that new pandemics are
“inevitable”.
Influenza epidemics, largely seasonal, affect around one billion people and kill hundreds of
thousands annually, according to WHO, which describes it as one of the world’s greatest
public health challenges.
WHO’s new strategy, for 2019 through 2030, aims to prevent seasonal influenza, control the
virus’s spread from animals to humans and prepare for the next pandemic, WHO said.
The new strategy called for every country to strengthen routine health programmes and to
develop tailor-made influenza programmes that strengthen disease surveillance, response,
prevention, control, and preparedness.
WHO recommends annual flu vaccines as the most effective way to prevent the spread of the
disease, especially for healthcare workers and people at higher risk of influenza
complications.
It also called for the development of more effective and more accessible vaccines and
antiviral treatments.
Due to its mutating strains, vaccine formulas must be regularly updated and only offer limited
protection currently.
But Martin Friede, WHO’s vaccines coordinator, urged broader use of seasonal vaccines,
which not only protect vulnerable populations but also help prepare countries to rapidly
deploy vaccines in the case of a pandemic. “In a perfect world, everyone would be
vaccinated.”

Child Health
‘Air pollution may affect unborn baby’s health’ (The Hindu:20190312)

Small unseen particles inhaled by pregnant women may damage the cardiovascular system of
the unborn baby, according to a study. Researchers found that early first trimester and late
third trimester were critical windows during which pollutants most affect the mother’s and
foetus’ cardiovascular systems.
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Diabetes
Is home test for Type 2 diabetes a waste of time and money? (The Hindu:20190312)

It is usually maintained with regular administration of drugs on a set schedule; selfmonitoring may be unnecessary, according to studies
For people with Type 1 diabetes, monitoring and insulin is standard care.
More than 30 million people in the U.S. have diabetes. The vast majority of them have Type
2 diabetes. Some of those are testing their blood sugar at home, but the best research is telling
us that they do not need to — that in fact it is a waste of money.
It is not a small problem. The waste is running into the billions of dollars and it is costing all
of us money through the health care system.
For people with Type 1 diabetes, blood glucose monitoring and insulin administration is the
standard of care. Patients need to check their blood sugar a number of times a day, then give
themselves insulin to replace what would have been made in the pancreas. Treatment for
Type 2 diabetes, however, does not involve these critical calculations of insulin. It is usually
maintained with pretty regular administration of the same drugs on a set schedule.
Self-monitoring for blood glucose, therefore, may be unnecessary. This has been tested in
well-designed studies.
Pragmatic study
The Monitor trial, published two years ago in ,wasa pragmatic trial that took place in 15
primary care practices in North Carolina. Patients with Type 2 noninsulin-treated diabetes
were randomly assigned to one of three groups.
People in the first group were told to check their blood glucose once a day. People in the
second were told to check their blood glucose once a day and then were given tailored advice
depending JAMA on the results from the meter. The third group was told not to check blood
sugar at all.
After one year (a pretty impressive length for a study like this), there were no differences in
the hemoglobin A1C levels (the best way to monitor long-term blood glucose control)
between the three groups. There were also no differences in the health-related quality of life
measures for the patients. There were no differences in the number of times they experienced
hypoglycemia, how much care they needed and how many progressed to the need for insulin.
In other words, there were no measurable differences in how patients fared, whether they
checked blood sugar or not.
This evidence, while the best to date, confirmed what previous work had shown.

What critics say
Still, not everyone is on board. Critics said it did not prove that blood glucose monitoring
could not help: It is possible that with better training, or more attention to detail, there might
be ways to make this work.
The point of pragmatic comparative effectiveness trials like this, though, is to test how
practices work in the real world. In these highquality primary care practices, even with
customised help in interpreting the measurements (which is more than most patients get),
testing blood sugar did not make a difference.
Choosing Wisely, a campaign group, advises against routine home glucose monitoring for
patients with Type 2 diabetes who are not on insulin. It says that there is no benefit and that
there are potential harms. This argument is supported by the American Academy of Family
Physicians and the Society of General Internal Medicine. Of course, there are exceptions.
When patients are acutely ill, or changing regimens, or finding that their blood sugar is not
well controlled, testing may be appropriate. Such decisions should be made in consultation
with a physician.
But for most people with Type 2 diabetes not on insulin, testing is inappropriate most of the
time. That message is not getting through. At the end of last year, another study was
published in JAMA Internal Medicine that quantified the prevalence of glucose testing in
adults. Researchers examined a database that contained data on more than 3,70,000 people
who had Type 2 diabetes.
Of the more than 23% of patients who were using testing strips, more than half were probably
doing so despite widespread recommendations that they shouldn’t. They were using a median
of two testing strips a day at a cost of more than $325 per year per patient.

Diabetes (The Asian Age:20190312)
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Diabetes: Could muscle strength lower risk? (Medical News Today:20190312)

https://www.medicalnewstoday.com/articles/324669.php

Many people worldwide have type 2 diabetes, a metabolic condition in which the body
cannot properly regulate blood sugar levels. Experts already know that lack of physical
activity can contribute to the risk of diabetes, but what type of exercise might lower it?
Building up muscle strength could help lower diabetes risk, new findings suggest.
Recently, researchers have been looking into the effects of exercise on the risk of type 2
diabetes, asking what kind of physical activity might help decrease it the most.
These researchers hail from Iowa State University in Ames, the University of South Carolina
in Columbia, the Pennington Biomedical Research Center in Baton Rouge, LA, and the
Ochsner Clinical School at the University of Queensland School of Medicine in Brisbane,
Australia.
Their findings — which appeared earlier today in the journal Mayo Clinic Proceedings —
indicate that people with moderate muscle strength, maintained and consolidated through
resistance exercise, may be at a considerably lower risk of type 2 diabetes.
This effect, the scientists note, is independent of other factors such as cardiorespiratory
fitness. They also point out that moderate muscle mass seems to be enough to provide this
benefit — increasing it does not lower risk any further.
Associate professor Duck-chul Lee, from Iowa State University, explains that the current
findings suggest that even moderate resistance training can be beneficial in this respect.
However, he cautions that it is difficult to establish how much is enough.
"Naturally, people will want to know how often to lift weights or how much muscle mass
they need, but it's not that simple," notes Lee.
"As researchers, we have several ways to measure muscle strength, such as grip strength or
bench press. More work is needed to determine the proper dose of resistance exercise, which
may vary for different health outcomes and populations," he continues.
Over 30 percent lower risk of diabetes
For this study, the scientists used the data of 4,681 adults aged 20–100, none of whom had
diabetes at baseline. They accessed this information through the Aerobics Center
Longitudinal Study. All the participants agreed to do chest and leg presses to allow the
researchers to measure individual muscle strength.

To provide more accuracy, the investigators also adjusted these measurements for several
potentially confounding factors, including age, biological sex, and body weight. All the
participants also completed relevant health exams both at baseline and at the follow-up stage.
The researchers found that those who exhibited moderate muscle mass had a 32 percent lower
risk of type 2 diabetes. This effect appears independently of other lifestyle factors, such as
frequent drinking and smoking, as well as of obesity and high blood pressure — both of
which are risk factors for diabetes.
How does exercise prompt fat to benefit metabolism?
New research has uncovered more facts about how exercise benefits metabolic health.
Still, the investigators were unable to obtain detailed information about all the participants'
resistance training habits. However, the data they managed to collect from one small group
suggested that there may be a moderate association between a person's muscle strength and
how often they participate in this type of exercise.
"You're not necessarily going to see the results of resistance training on your bathroom
scale," cautions study co-author Angelique Brellenthin, "but there are several health
benefits."
She adds that "[i]t may help lower your risk for type 2 diabetes even though you do not lose
body weight, and we know maintaining muscle mass helps us stay functional and
independent throughout life."
Brellenthin acknowledges that so far, it remains unclear just how often, and at what intensity,
a person should engage in resistance training to lower their diabetes risk. Future studies will
need to address this gap.
Despite this, she points out that the recent findings suggest that even a little resistance
training is, most likely, better than none at all, and that people should not feel as though they
have to jump right into the most difficult exercises to reap the benefits.
"We want to encourage small amounts of resistance training and it doesn't need to be
complicated. You can get a good resistance workout with squats, planks, or lunges. Then, as
you build strength, you can consider adding free weights or weight machines."
Angelique Brellenthin
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New drug limits damage to heart muscle from heart attack (Medical News
Today:20190312)

https://www.medicalnewstoday.com/articles/324667.php

An experimental drug has shown great promise in limiting the damage that a heart attack can
inflict on the heart. It targets a protein that plays a central role in the death of heart muscle
cells.

New experiments in mice find that a small molecule can restrict the damage to heart muscle
that a heart attack can cause.
Tests on mice have revealed that the drug could markedly reduce heart injury from a heart
attack.
The small-molecule drug blocks the protein MAP4K4, which relays the oxidative stress
signals that cause the death of heart muscle cells and damage to tissue.
"There are no existing therapies," says lead investigator Dr. Michael D. Schneider, from
Imperial College London in the United Kingdom, "that directly address the problem of
muscle cell death, and this would be a revolution in the treatment of heart attacks."
Schneider and the team report their findings in a paper that now appears in the journal Cell
Stem Cell.
There, they also describe how they grew heart tissue from human stem cells and developed a
way of modeling a "heart attack in a dish" for testing the drug.
Heart attack and heart failure
Heart attack is the common name for myocardial infarction, which means the death of heart
muscle tissue due to a lack of oxygen and nutrients. It occurs when a clot obstructs one of the
arteries that bring nutrient- and oxygen-rich blood to the heart.
When they don't get enough oxygen and nutrients, the heart cells become stressed, generate
stress signals, and eventually die.
Loss of cells damages the heart muscle, causing the heart to pump less efficiently. This leads
to heart failure, which is a condition wherein the heart cannot pump enough blood to meet the
body's needs.
Exercise can halve heart attack risk in healthy people
Being physically inactive can greatly increase the long-term risk of a heart attack, even if a
person currently has no symptoms.
According to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), around 5.7 million
adults in the United States have heart failure.
People with heart failure struggle with everyday activities and get out of breath easily. They
feel weak and tired nearly all the time and have trouble breathing when they lie down. Other
symptoms include weight gain and swelling in the feet, ankles, legs, and stomach.
Thanks to treatments such as drugs that break up blood clots and stents that keep arteries
open, an increasing number of people are surviving heart attacks. This means that the number
living with heart failure is also increasing.
Reducing cell death from oxidative stress

The stress signals that a heart attack induces in heart muscle also occur following blood flow
restoration.
So, while it is crucial to restore blood flow following a heart attack, there is also a need to
add treatments that limit this "reperfusion injury." Scientists have been searching for such
treatments for some time.
Dr. Schneider and his team are the first to uncover the role of MAP4K4 in the process
through which a heart attack, by inducing oxidative stress, kills heart muscle cells.
In their investigation, they revealed that MAP4K4 is active in heart tissue of people with
heart failure, and also in mice, following a heart attack.
They then devised a number of "highly selective" small-molecule blockers of MAP4K4 and
demonstrated that their use can effectively protect human heart muscle cells from "lethal
experimental injury."
They used chemicals to induce oxidative stress in heart cells and human heart muscle tissue
that they had grown from human induced pluripotent stem cells.
The team observed how oxidative stress activated MAP4K4 and how raising levels of the
protein also made heart muscle cells more sensitive to it. Blocking the protein, on the other
hand, protected the cells from stress-induced death.
First to test drug on human cells
Following the cell experiments, the scientists selected one candidate small molecule and took
it forward "into further proof-of-concept studies in mice."
The team found that giving mice the drug 1 hour after restoring blood flow to the heart
reduced reperfusion injury "by more than 50 percent."
The researchers hope that their findings will lead to an injection that doctors can give to
people about to undergo balloon angioplasty to open a blocked artery following a heart
attack.
Another possibility is that such a drug could also help limit heart muscle damage from heart
attacks in regions with no rapid access to treatments that restore blood flow.
The team believes that, because they tested the drug in a model that they had developed using
human stem cells, it should stand a good chance of succeeding in human clinical trials.
"One reason why many heart drugs have failed in clinical trials may be that they have not
been tested in human cells before the clinic. Using both human cells and animals allows us to
be more confident about the molecules we take forward."
Dr. Michael D. Schneider

Stress
Stress: A feeling of control may limit its negative effects (Medical News
Today:20190312)

https://www.medicalnewstoday.com/articles/324631.php

Researchers conducted a study on rats and revealed that the possibility of controlling the
source of stress may be key to reducing its impact.
Stressed woman sitting alone
Controlling stress is important to reducing its negative consequences.
Everybody experiences stress at some point in their lives.
Sometimes, stress can be a positive force and lead to positive outcomes.
However, when it becomes chronic, it might produce a range health complaints.
These may include headaches, muscle tension, chest pain, gastrointestinal issues, insomnia,
and mental health conditions.
According to the American Psychological Association, the top causes of stress in the United
States include job pressure, money, health, relationships, poor nutrition, media overload, and
sleep deprivation.
Around 80 percent of U.S. individuals regularly experience physical symptoms caused by
stress. It is essential to learn how to manage stress to reduce the risk of physical and mental
issues.
Some strategies to reduce stress include identifying its cause and developing a plan to address
it, getting regular physical activity, and trying relaxation techniques such as breathing or
meditation, as well as building strong relationships with family and friends.
Stress exposure in adolescence
Many people start to experience stress during adolescence. During this delicate phase, causes
of stress can include family pressure, bullying, or performance anxiety.
Stress in adolescence may increase the risk of developing psychopathologies in adulthood,
such as anxiety, addiction to alcohol or gambling, and attention deficit hyperactivity disorder
(ADHD).
How does stress affect the brain?
A recent study set out to explain how stress can negatively impact the brain.

A team at the Institute of Neuroscience at Universitat Autonoma de Barcelona in Spain
conducted a study on three groups of male rats.
They found that the ability to control stress sources in adolescence may reduce the risk of
negative effects in adulthood. They published their findings in the journal Scientific Reports.
They exposed one group of rats to several sessions of stress during their adolescence, which
they had the ability to control with certain behaviors. By changing their behavior, they could
either prevent or stop the stressful stimuli.
Another group underwent the same number of stress sessions as the first, but its members did
not have the ability to affect their stress levels using behavioral changes. The team did not
expose the third group to stress.
Reducing the negative impact of stress
While exposing the rats to stress, the researchers measured their endocrine response through
the activity of the hypothalamic–pituitary–adrenal axis (HPA), which is the central stress
response system.
During the adult stage, they measured the expression of dopamine type 2 receptors in the
dorsal striatum, which is an area of the brain that impacts behaviors. The scientists also
measured a variety of cognitive factors.
The results showed that HPA activation caused by controllable and uncontrollable stress was
equal in the groups' first exposure to stress. However, as the animals experienced more stress,
a key difference between the groups appeared.
The controllable stress group had a lower HPA response, while the uncontrollable stress
group developed an increase in motor impulsivity and a decrease in cognitive flexibility.
In addition, the behavioral impact of uncontrollable stress led to an increase in dopamine type
2 receptors in the dorsal striatum. This is a part of the brain involved in impulsivity and
cognitive inflexibility. Stress did not affect other aspects, such as attention and cognitive
impulsivity.
According to study co-leader Roser Nadal: "Despite the fact that being exposed to situations
of stress has short- and long-term negative effects on behavior and physiology, there are
several factors which could mitigate its impact. We have observed that one of these factors is
the possibility of having control over the source of stress."
This animal study shows that promoting strategies to control stress sources in adolescence is
one of the crucial factors that can help decrease the risk of high stress levels in adulthood and
reduce vulnerability to physical and mental issues.

Alzheimer's disease
Could sleep apnea be a risk factor for Alzheimer's? (Medical News Today:20190312)

https://www.medicalnewstoday.com/articles/324632.php

The majority of people with sleep apnea do not receive a diagnosis. However, brain scans
have revealed that there may be an association between this condition and a form of
dementia.
There may be an association between sleep apnea and dementia, according to a recent study.
According to the American Sleep Apnea Association (ASAA), an estimated 22 million
people in the United States have sleep apnea.
This condition, which causes a person to stop breathing during sleep, can be infrequent or
regular.
Doctors refer to regular sleep apnea as obstructive sleep apnea. Without treatment, it can lead
to a number of cardiovascular problems, including high blood pressure, stroke, and chronic
heart failure.
Obstructive sleep apnea also has links to both depression and type 2 diabetes.
"Recent research has linked sleep apnea to an increased risk of dementia," notes Dr. Diego Z.
Carvalho, a neurology fellow at the Mayo Clinic in Rochester, MN.
Along with colleagues, he authored a study to investigate whether there was a potential
relationship between sleep apnea and a particular Alzheimer's biomarker.
This biomarker is a protein called tau, which is present in the brains of people with
Alzheimer's. Tau proteins form tangles that doctors can identify on scans.
Difficult diagnosis
"A person normally has fewer than five episodes of apnea per hour during sleep," states Dr.
Carvalho. The issue is that many people do not know that they have the condition.
The ASAA report that an estimated 80 percent of people with moderate-to-severe obstructive
sleep apnea do not get a diagnosis.
To determine which of the participants experienced sleep apnea, researchers asked their bed
partners to look out for episodes of stopped breathing during the night. A total of 288 people
aged 65 years and older took part in the study. None had any signs of cognitive impairment.

In addition to asking the participants' bed partners to monitor their sleep, the researchers used
PET scans to check whether the tau protein was present in their brains. Specifically, they
examined the entorhinal cortex area, as tau tangles are more likely to build up there. This part
of the temporal lobe plays a role in memory, navigation, and time perception.
Which came first?
Dr. Carvalho and colleagues found a link between sleep apnea and a higher presence of tau in
the brain.
The overnight monitoring process revealed that 43 people experienced apnea episodes during
the night. On average, those participants had levels of tau in the entorhinal cortex that were
4.5 percent higher than those in the participants without sleep apnea.
The team identified this increase after controlling for other factors, such as age, sex,
cardiovascular risk factors, and other sleep issues.
Sleep apnea may stop you from forming life memories
A recent study concludes that obstructive sleep apnea could impair a person's ability to form
personal memories.
The medical community considers these results to be preliminary as they have not yet
featured in a scientific journal. However, the researchers will present them at an upcoming
American Academy of Neurology meeting in Philadelphia, PA.
Dr. Carvalho concludes that these results "raise the possibility that sleep apnea affects tau
accumulation." However, he describes the findings as a chicken-and-egg scenario, adding:
"It's also possible that higher levels of tau in other regions may predispose a person to sleep
apnea."
An unclear link
Previous research has identified a link between dementia and sleep apnea. However, further
studies using larger sample sizes will be necessary to validate the findings.
The methods that the Mayo Clinic team used also mean that it is not certain whether
participants actually had sleep apnea, how severe their condition was, and whether they were
already receiving treatment.
If there is a relationship between sleep apnea and dementia, it is not entirely clear why this
exists. Researchers have suggested a number of different reasons. One could be that the brain
consolidates memories during sleep, and interrupting this process might lead to memory
issues.
The lack of oxygen reaching the brain during apnea episodes could be another reason,
especially if this puts stress on the organ.

Pregnancy
Smoking during pregnancy increases risk of sudden infant death: Study (New
Kerala:20190312)

https://www.newkerala.com/news/read/111968/smoking-during-pregnancy-increases-risk-ofsudden-infant-death-study.html

Washington D.C, Mar 11 : Mothers, take note! According to a new study, mothers who
smoke before and during pregnancy contribute to the risk of an infant dying suddenly and
unexpectedly before their first birthday.
The results of the study were published in the journal 'Pediatrics'.
According to the study, any amount of smoking during pregnancy - even just one cigarette a
day - doubles the risk of an infant dying from sudden unexpected infant death (SUID). For
women who smoked an average of 1-20 cigarettes a day, the odds of SUID increased by 0.07
with each additional cigarette smoked.
With this information, doctors can better counsel pregnant women about their smoking
habits, knowing that the number of cigarettes smoked daily during pregnancy significantly
impacts the risk for SUID, said study author Dr. Tatiana Anderson.
Similar to public health campaigns that educated parents about the importance of infant sleep
position, leading to a 50% decrease in sudden infant death syndrome (SIDS) rates, we hope
advising women about this risk will result in less babies dying from these tragic causes,
added Anderson.
If no women smoked during pregnancy, Anderson and her co-authors estimate that 800 of the
approximately 3,700 deaths from SUID every year in the U.S. and other parts of the world
could be prevented, lowering current SUID rates by 22 per cent.
To better understand how smoking contributed to SUID risk, the researchers used
computational modelling techniques to analyse maternal cigarette smoking habits for all U.S.
live births from 2007 to 2011.
Of the about 20 million live births included in their analysis, over 19,000 deaths were
attributed to SUID with the specific cause of death occurring from SIDS, an ill-defined and
unknown cause, or accidental suffocation and strangulation in bed.
Beyond overall cigarette consumption, the researchers also looked at how smoking before
pregnancy, and cutting back or quitting smoking during pregnancy, affected SUID risk.
Compared to the over half of pregnant smokers who did not reduce their smoking during
pregnancy, women who reduced cigarette consumption by the third trimester saw a 12 per

cent decrease in SUID risk. Successfully quitting smoking was associated with a 23 per cent
reduction in risk.
Their analysis also showed that mothers who smoked three months before pregnancy and quit
in the first trimester still incurred a higher risk of SUID compared to non-smokers.
Anderson said that the data from this study supports public health efforts aimed at
encouraging women to quit smoking well before pregnancy.
The most important takeaway is for women to understand that quitting smoking before and
during pregnancy by far results in the greatest reduction in SUID risk. For pregnant women
unable to quit entirely, every cigarette they can eliminate will reduce the odds of their child
dying suddenly and unexpectedly from SUID, she said.

Liver Disease
Blood holds key to liver regeneration, study suggests (New Kerala:20190312)

https://www.newkerala.com/news/read/111577/blood-holds-key-to-liver-regeneration-studysuggests.html

Washington D.C, Mar 10 : The liver is the only organ in the body that can regenerate. A
recent study shows that the blood-clotting protein fibrinogen may hold the key as to why
some patients who undergo a liver resection, a surgery that removes a diseased portion of the
organ, end up needing a transplant because the renewal process doesn't work.
We discovered that fibrinogen accumulates within the remaining liver quickly after surgery
and tells platelets to act as first responders, triggering the earliest phase of regeneration. But
if fibrinogen or platelets are inhibited, then regeneration is delayed, said James Luyendyk,
lead author of the study published in the Journal Blood.
Platelets are blood cells that help form clots and stop bleeding. When they receive
information from fibrinogen, they go into action and accumulate in the remaining part of the
liver to help restore it, increasing the chances of a fully functional liver and successful
recovery.
Using samples from patients undergoing liver resection and a comparable model in mice,
Luyendyk and his team noticed that when fibrinogen was low, the number of platelets in the
liver decreased.

This shows that fibrinogen deposits are extremely important and directly impact regeneration
in both mice and humans, Luyendyk said.
According to Dafna Groeneveld, co-author of the study, their finding demonstrates that
fibrinogen levels could be a predictive marker for doctors, too.
Measuring this protein in liver resection patients may help us determine in advance whether
the organ will regenerate successfully or if it will become dysfunctional, she said.
Researchers suggest that these findings could lead to new treatments that would help doctors
correct low levels of the protein by using fibrinogen concentrates that can be administered
during surgery.

